We have studied experimentally the escape dynamics in underdamped capacitively shunted and unshunted Josephson junctions with submicroampere critical currents below 0.5 K temperatures. In the shunted junctions, thermal activation process was preserved up to the highest temperature where the escape in the unshunted junctions exhibits the phase diffusion. Our observations in the shunted junctions are in good agreement with the standard thermal activation escape, unlike the results in the unshunted junctions.
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Underdamped Josephson junctions are routinely used as threshold current detectors to readout quantum information in a superconducting circuit by measuring switching events from the superconducting to the normal state (see, e.g. [1] ). In addition, this technique has been used to identify between geometric and dynamic phases in a superconducting charge pump [2] , and also to measure collective quantum phase slips in the ground state of a Josephson junction chain [3] . The detector sensitivity is important in the measurement. One can improve it by reducing the critical current of the junction, but then the system typically enters the phase diffusion regime, which is not desirable since in this context one usually wants to fix the phase difference of the superconducting circuit. In this letter, we present a technique to prevent the phase diffusion by adding a large shunt capacitance with the help of atomic-layer deposition (ALD).
The Josephson junction dynamics is well described by a model of a phase particle in a tilted washboard potential [4] . In this model, as the bias current I is increased toward the critical value I C , the barrier height ∆U is lowered and the particle, oscillating with the plasma (angular) frequency ω p = (2eI C /C J ) 1/2 in a potential well, where C J is the junction capacitance, can escape out of the well by either thermal activation (TA) or macroscopic quantum tunneling (MQT) process. The crossover between MQT and TA regimes occurs at the temperature T cr ≃ ω p /(2πk B ) [5] . Above T cr , the dominant escape mechanism is TA. The junction behavior also depends on the magnitude of the quality factor Q of the junction at its plasma frequency. In the case of junctions with Q ≪ 1, called overdamped, the escape dynamics occurs over a dissipation barrier [6] , which is undesirable for a threshold current detector. For Q ≫ 1, so-called underdamped case, the phase particle moves down freely or diffusively from one well to another depending on the effect of dissipation. When dissipation is weak, the free running particle is still governed by TA process, while when dissipation is strong, the escape dynamics enters the phase diffusion regime [5, [7] [8] [9] . The appearance of phase diffusion in a hysteretic junction was studied extensively two decades ago by Martinis and Kautz [11, 12] . How can one avoid the underdamped phase diffusion regime and maintain TA process at high temperatures? According to the phase diagram in Ref. [5] , decreasing T cr can help the junction escape from the phase diffusion regime by enhancing TA. This idea can be realized by either decreasing I C or increasing C J . Among these two solutions, however, only the second one is applicable, since the junction with small I C has also a low Josephson coupling energy E J , which lowers ∆U . Low ∆U implies a small tilt of the potential at the point of escape, hence the particle gains a small amount of energy when escaping and can get trapped in the next well instead of running down the potential. Accordingly, C J is the only parameter remaining for decreasing T cr . For a typical junction, the capacitance per unit area is 45 fF/µm 2 . With this value, although one can implement a large C J by increasing the junction area, it becomes impractical for the detector junction, since I C is also proportional to the area. Alternatively, a large shunt capacitance can be added in parallel to C J .
Motivated by this idea, we implemented a shunt capacitance C sh by growing Al 2 O 3 layer of 5.5 nm thickness d using ALD on top of an Al ground plane of 40 nm thickness. Using electron beam lithography and shadow angle evaporation [10] , Al/AlO x /Al Josephson junctions were fabricated on the ALD oxide. The insulating AlO x layers for the tunnel junctions were formed by standard room temperature oxidation between the evaporation steps of the two Al layers, which allows us to manipulate the junction resistance and I C by varying the oxidation pressure. For large capacitance, two rectangles with 30×15 µm 2 area were defined in the leads near the junctions, overlapping with the ground plane, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The total overlap area A tot between the two parts connected to the junction on the top and the ground plane at the bottom is roughly 500 µm 2 each. As a result, the Josephson junction is capacitively shunted by the parallel plate capacitor which consists of two shunt capacitors C 0 in series and on each side of the junction. The total shunt capacitance is C sh = C 0 /2 where C 0 = ǫA tot /d and ǫ is the permittivity of Al 2 O 3 . A similar technique for adding shunt capacitance to proximity Josephson junctions was reported in Refs. [7, 8] , where the capacitor changes the damping strength in superconductortwo-dimensional electron gas-superconductor Josephson junctions. The leakage resistance from the junction to ground plane was larger than 10 GΩ. Both the unshunted and shunted junctions were fabricated at the same time on the same chip. Note that the total capacitance C tot is C tot ≃ C J in the unshunted junction and C tot ≃ C J +C sh in the shunted junction, as shown in Fig.1 (c) and Fig.  1 (d) , respectively. All measured data were taken in a 3 He- 4 He dilution refrigerator with a base temperature of 50 mK. [13] . Ctot is the total capacitance including the junction capacitance CJ and the shunted capacitance C sh . In Table I , we present the characteristics of the devices studied here. The normal-state resistance R n was obtained from current-voltage (IV) measurement, which yields I C and E J according to Ambegaokar-Baratoff formula [13] . By the standard parallel plate capacitance calculation based upon the information above and the relative dielectric constant 7.8 of Al 2 O 3 in ALD processing, C sh was estimated to be 3.14 pF. We also estimated C J from the specific capacitance of 45 fF/(µm) 2 and the junction areas given in Figs. 1(a) and (b) . Consequently, the total capacitances of the shunted and unshunted junction were 3.2 pF and 45 fF, respectively.
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We investigate the escape dynamics by applying a set of current pulses with a fixed amplitude and duration through the junctions and by determining the probability for the devices to switch from the zero-voltage state to the finite-voltage state. At each amplitude 200 current pulses were applied. The escape probability P was measured as a function of the current pulse amplitude I, which yields cumulative histograms of switching current. Figure 2 shows the measured switching histograms of both the unshunted (A1) and the shunted junctions (A2) in Sample A at different bath temperatures. A similar measurement was carried out with Sample B, but the histogram curves are not shown here. The histogram is typically characterized by the switching position I 50% = I(P = 0.5), and the width ∆I = I(P = 0.9) − I(P = 0.1), the measurement results of which are shown in Fig. 3 . Note that at the lowest temperature, the switching position of A2 is lower than that of A1, as shown in Fig. 3(a) , and Sample B behaves in an opposite manner as shown in Fig. 3(b) . We observed that on increasing bath temperature T bath the mean position shifts down in all cases, whereas the temperature dependence of the width is very different depending on whether the junction is capacitively shunted to the ground plane or not. According to the standard MQT and TA discussed above, T cr ≈ 11 mK ≪ T bath in the shunted junctions (A2 and B2). Thus the role of the MQT is negligible and instead, TA dominates the escape dynamics. In the TA model, the width obeys ∆I
bath . Consistent with the prediction of the model, we observed that in the shunted junctions the widths are increasing as a function of temperature. The dashed lines in Fig. 3 show that the theory is in quantitative agreement with our observations. For the corresponding unshunted junctions (A1 and B1), on the other hand, on increasing T bath the widths are more or less constant up to T cr ≈ 200 mK, as predicted with the MQT model, but they decrease at high temperatures. It was reported that the decreasing ∆I results from the influence of dissipation by a retrapping process [5, [7] [8] [9] . This indicates phase diffusion. The TA model cannot explain the phenomenon because it neglects the effect of dissipation. Several models have been proposed to account for the phase diffusion of underdamped Josephson junctions incorporating the retrapping process in the TA model [5, [7] [8] [9] 14] .
Kivioja et al. [5] claim that when I is below a maximum possible phase diffusion current I m = 4I C /πQ, the phase particle is retrapped after escape. The observed I m is 265 nA in A1 and 190 nA in B1, obtained from I 50% curves at a certain temperature where ∆I starts to decrease in Fig. 3 . With those values and I C given in Table I , Q of the unshunted junctions is estimated to be 2.5 in A1 in and 2.7 in B1. Note that this Q may differ from that introduced earlier since here it corresponds to low frequency dynamics of the junction. For the shunted junctions, however, it is not simple to determine Q with the present information. Nevertheless, we believe that Q must be at least an order of magnitude larger than those of the unshunted junctions, because of the large C tot .
In conclusion, we developed a technique to add a large shunt capacitance using atomic-layer deposition in a Josephson junction to prevent the junction from entering phase diffusion. We compared the escape dynamics of the capacitively shunted and unshunted junctions. In the shunted junction, TA process is preserved at all measured temperatures; for the unshunted junctions we observe phase diffusion. The TA model yields a satisfactory discussion for our observations in the shunted junctions. It may be possible that, by engineering this shunt capacitance for the experiments on the phase biased Cooper pair pumps [2] , we can not only improve the sensitivity of the detector junction but also protect the circuit from high frequency noise. However, attention has to be paid on the fluctuations in the phase bias due to thermal effects.
